
A Social Experiment 

Scene I 

In a small burger joint, two men sit at a table for two. Waitresses dart back and forth from table to table. 

The windows are painted with orange and yellow maple leaves. The air outside is lightly fogged with a 

wet drizzle.  

DALE: She won’t suspect anything. I’ve been dating her for months, you won’t have anything to worry 

about. 

JAKE: What if I accidentally let it slip? 

DALE: That won’t happen. There’s really, really nothing that would get in our way. 

JAKE: What if she doesn’t want to go out with me?  

DALE:  What if, what if, what if, knock that shit off. We can do this. Suck it up.  

JAKE: How do I know you won’t get jealous?  

DALE: She’s just our guinea pig. I like Vivian, I really do, but this experiment is way more important. We 

could finally see our names in textbooks as the men who reinvented sociology.  

JAKE: I think it’ll go like this: Vivian finds a folder on your desk titled “Top Secret” and reads your daily 

log. “Day five: Vivian has no idea I paid Jake to bang her.”  

DALE: Yeah, that’s believable.  

JAKE: I think it’s pretty accurate.  

DALE: Except that you won’t be banging anybody. She’s still my girlfriend. And I intend on keeping it 

that way until this is all over.  

JAKE: Oh trust me, by day five she won’t be your girlfriend anymore.  

DALE: I’m hoping that it won’t make it to five days. She should come out and just tell me.  

JAKE: “Dale, I fucked Jake.”  

DALE: No, dumbass. 

JAKE: Should is a dangerous word.  

DALE: Isn’t lying a sin?  

JAKE: If you’re worried about going to hell – 

DALE: No, no. [Pause] I know she won’t lie to me because it’s unethical. If I ask her anything about you, 

then she’ll feel bad if she lies.  

JAKE: What if she doesn’t feel bad about it?  

DALE: What do you mean? 



JAKE: I’m just saying.  

[Pause] 

DALE: I just want to make sure they’re not all the same.  

JAKE: Don’t we all?  

DALE: Thanks for understanding.  

JAKE: Alright Mr. Ethical, let’s get out of here.  

Dale and Jake depart in separate cars, returning to their respective homes after a brief goodbye.  

Scene II 

Dale returns home to find a message left on his answering machine from Vivian. “I know you’re at work 

right now, but I wanted to talk about Cassie’s birthday party this Saturday. Call me back when you get 

this! I miss you.” The sun is setting behind buildings and trees, shading the inside of his living room. Dale 

calls Vivian back. He aimlessly walks around his apartment noticing the dust on the cabinets and the old 

spider webs in the corners of every room.  

Meanwhile Vivian is giggling with an unseen guest when she gets the call from Dale. After brief 

contemplation of letting the phone ring, she excuses herself, leaves the room, and answers.  

VIVIAN: Hi!  

DALE: Hey, what’s up?  

VIVIAN: Oh right, I called you earlier. [Pause] Cassie asked if I was bringing anyone with me and I told her 

just you. Did you want anyone else to come with?  

DALE: No one that I can think of.  

VIVIAN: Okay, I’ll let her know.  

 That wasn’t all I was going to tell you.  

DALE: What else was there?  

VIVIAN: Oh I don’t remember.  

DALE: Why not?  

VIVIAN: No reason. It slipped my mind, just like everything else.  

DALE: Well if you can’t remember then it must have been important to you.  

VIVIAN: Obviously.  

DALE: Was it about Cassie’s party?  

VIVIAN: Sort of. I – yeah. She’s excited to have us there.  

DALE: You okay?  



VIVIAN: Of course! A little preoccupied.  

DALE: That’s fine. What time on Sunday did you want me to pick you up from Cassie’s?  

VIVIAN: I already told you I’m staying at her place?  

DALE: Yeah Babe, a couple days ago.  

VIVIAN: Oh good.  

DALE: What time?  

VIVIAN: Right. I’ll have Cassie take me home.  

DALE: That frees up my Saturday. Unless you want to come over. We could watch movies.  

VIVIAN: No, I’m gonna be super hung over. Best to stay in bed that day. 

DALE: That’s fine.  

VIVIAN: Let me call you back later or tomorrow okay?  

DALE: Okay. I love you Babe.  

VIVIAN: Love you too Dale! 

Dale gets a broom and container of bleach wipes from the closet in his kitchen. He begins destroying the 

spider webs and cleaning the cabinets.  

Vivian returns to her guest, Cassie, in the living room.  

CASSIE: Who was that?  

VIVIAN: Dale. 

CASSIE: Did you tell him? 

VIVIAN: I don’t trust the phone lines.  

CASSIE: Write him a letter then. 

VIVIAN: The whiteness of the paper wouldn’t reflect the words properly. It’s also pretty shallow. I was 

going to tell him after this weekend.  

CASSIE: That’s so long!  

VIVIAN: Yeah, but I figure he would be less surprised if it’s one of those “we met at a party” kind of 

things.  

CASSIE: Except we didn’t meet at any party. 

VIVIAN: Oh so honesty is more your style? I guess I can be honest. 

CASSIE: If honesty was my style then me and you really were at the zoo the day my parents called and 

called and called and I didn’t answer.  



VIVIAN: That’s the spirit. Or maybe you could tell them the truth.  

CASSIE: What am I supposed to tell them? Whoops sorry I didn’t answer, I was too busy having sex with 

my girlfriend. I’m sure my Christian parents would appreciate that. It’s not like you told Dale 

what we were doing that day anyways.  

VIVIAN: He never asked. I could have been dead in a ditch somewhere and he wouldn’t have known until 

I told him the next time we saw each other. But it was nice that I didn’t have to lie to him again.  

CASSIE: I don’t get it. 

VIVIAN: Me neither. He pretends to like me so much but never –  

CASSIE: I meant you. 

VIVIAN: Me?  

CASSIE: I would have been worried if I didn’t hear from you for an entire day. What is it about him?  

VIVIAN: Well, he’s kind of cute I guess.  

CASSIE: Cuter than me?  

VIVIAN: Okay, so he isn’t that cute. Kind of a dick. Not much of a talker. And that hair. No wonder I like 

you more.  

CASSIE: Maybe you just have a thing for blonds.  

VIVIAN: The color goes well with my eyes.  

CASSIE: I think we need to visit the zoo again soon. 

Scene III 

The next day, Dale and Jake are sitting next to each other in a computer room for psychology researchers 

provided by the university they go to. They discuss their experiment.   

DALE: “Aversive interpersonal behaviors result in complicated social interactions, emotional damage, 

and issues regarding trust.”  

JAKE: I wonder if experimenting on someone without their knowledge is considered aversive.  

DALE: If you know you’re being experimented on you act differently.  

JAKE: I’m acting pretty much the same.  

DALE: You’re not being experimented on.  

JAKE: And you’re a gentleman.  

DALE: And a scholar.  

JAKE: That’s debatable.  

DALE: What, you don’t want to do it anymore?  



JAKE: No, I agreed to do it I just didn’t agree to the cause.  

DALE: You wouldn’t understand.  

JAKE: Enlighten me.  

DALE: You don’t know what it’s like to be cheated on. You’re usually the one they use to cheat with. 

That’s why I asked you to do it.  

JAKE: My skeletons have talked with your skeletons and the general consensus is that commitment is 

hard for both of us.  

DALE: Commitment is easy, it’s finding someone else to commit that’s hard.  

JAKE: Look at what you’re doing to Vivian. Can you really commit?  

DALE: I’m committed to her, and if she doesn’t fuck it up then I’ll continue to be committed to her.  

JAKE: What could she possibly fuck up?  

DALE: If she’s just like Roxanne then she’ll fuck everything up.  

JAKE: You still think about Roxanne?  

DALE: Of course.  

JAKE: That’s the problem with you mad scientists. One person screws you over and you have to find a 

sample size to test a hypothesis. Vivian doesn’t deserve to experience what you went through. 

DALE:  She won’t go through the same thing I did. I’m not sleeping with all of her friends and friends’ 

friends.  

JAKE: When was the last time you talked to her?  

DALE: Probably a year ago. I really don’t want to talk about it. All I can say is that five hour ride to the 

Greyhound station was completely silent.  

JAKE: Why?  

DALE: I asked her something and she replied with so much hate that I broke down and just never 

wanted to see her again.  

JAKE: What did you ask her? 

DALE: I don’t remember.  

 [Pause] 

JAKE: What’s our timeline?  

DALE: You’ll introduce yourself to her on Monday. She always goes to the library, you’ll be able to 

catch her there.  

JAKE: Alright. You keep doing whatever you’re doing here, I’m going to class.  



Though distraught, Dale continues to read from the computer, jotting down notes on a piece of paper.  

Scene IV 

It has been three days since Dale and Jake have spoken. Vivian and Dale are at Cassie’s party. Dale looks 

uncomfortable in these surroundings. Vivian is familiar with all the guests she knows and becomes 

familiar with the ones she doesn’t. Blue and green balloons are thoughtfully thrown about. Vivian 

decorated. Dale is just arriving to the party.  

VIVIAN: That’s my favorite book!  

GUEST: What? I’ve never heard of anyone who has read Catcher in the Rye and liked it.  

VIVIAN: That’s a great book, don’t even go there.  

GUEST: What about movies?  

VIVIAN: I think Thirteen was a good movie.  

GUEST: Thirteen? With Evan Rachel Wood? She’s terrible!  

VIVIAN: I’ll have you know that she plays tween slut very nicely in that movie. You know I’ve always 

dreamed about –  

GUEST: [Rushed] Oh I hate to leave you, but I see Cassie and I haven’t told her happy birthday yet!  

The guest leaves as Dale approaches Vivian from behind and greets her with a kiss on the cheek. Cassie 

watches Dale and Vivian as she speaks with the guest.  

VIVIAN: Hi there!  

DALE: Tween slut?  

VIVIAN: Oh! Hi Dale.  

DALE: Expecting someone else?  

VIVIAN: I wouldn’t dare. 

DALE: How’s the party so far?  

VIVIAN: It’s great! Where’ve you been? We were missing you. 

DALE: I was working on typing this project up. I’m sorry I wasn’t here earlier.  

VIVIAN: That’s fine, you’re here now.  

Cassie butts into the conversation as she stands directly next to Vivian.  

CASSIE: Oh you finally made it, did you?  

DALE: Yeah, I’m sorry I wasn’t here earlier. Happy birthday!  

CASSIE: Thanks! Make yourself at home, have some food. I’m stealing my – Vivian for a little while.  



Cassie and Vivian leave to sit on the patio where music is playing and Dale can’t hear them talk.  

CASSIE: I forgot he was coming.  

VIVIAN: Don’t be so bitter.  

CASSIE: I think I’m allowed to be bitter this time.  

VIVIAN: Well soon enough it’ll just be you and me.  

CASSIE: I guess you’re right. I don’t want to hide anymore. I think I’m ready to tell my parents too.   

VIVIAN: That’s great! We can go through this together. Maybe we’ll invite everyone here for a dinner.  

CASSIE: That would be great Babe.  

They happily continue talking. Inside, Dale tries many failed attempts at mingling. He sits on the couch in 

the living room and scrolls through a newsfeed on his phone, checks his email, and creates a homework 

schedule for the following week, prioritizing his experiment. He has been at the party for an hour now 

and wants to leave. Growing restless, he wanders around the house to find Vivian. He finally makes his 

way to the open door to the patio.  

CASSIE: You know you don’t have to do it so soon right?  

VIVIAN: I know, but the sooner it’s over the better.  

Cassie smiles. She kisses Vivian on the cheek and hugs her.  

DALE: Vivian?  

Vivian is startled and turns around to face Dale.  

VIVIAN: I didn’t hear you come out, what do you need?  

DALE: I think I’m going to head out. Is everything okay here?  

VIVIAN: Yeah everything is fine. We were just talking.  

DALE: Okay, yeah. I’ll see you on Monday. Text me okay?  

Dale gives Vivian a hug and kiss and leaves the party. Vivian apologizes to Cassie.  

Scene V 

Jake is just arriving to meet Dale at his house to learn what to do for their experiment. Dale is sitting on 

his couch staring up at the ceiling fan, inspecting each blade for dust as they spin around him. Jake 

knocks, Dale lets him in. They sit on the couch and put off discussing the situation.  

DALE: What have you been up to lately?  

JAKE: A lot of studying. I have an exam coming up for biology. What about you? I haven’t heard from 

you in a day or two.  

DALE: Yesterday I went to a party with Vivian. I left early. Nothing special.  



JAKE: What was the party like?  

DALE: Just cheesy decorations with music I’ve never heard of. No one I knew was there.  

JAKE: No one to make friends with?  

DALE: I don’t make friends very easily, you’re all I got man.  

JAKE: That’s fair.  

DALE: Vivian knew everyone there. Cassie and her have a lot of mutual friends, so it was easy for her 

to talk to people. As soon as I got there, Cassie and her took off and I really did try to talk to 

some of her friends, they were all just so.. I don’t know.  

JAKE: Not your type? 

DALE: Yeah. I wish I could get to know some of them I know she’s close with. I feel like because I don’t 

know her friends I don’t know her, you know?  

JAKE: Yeah that can get tricky. I’ve never been too close to any my exs’ friends.  

DALE: Me neither. I actually hated a lot of them. Like Cassie, as soon as I get there she’s acting like a 

bitch to me and then later I see her kiss Vivian. What is that?  

JAKE: She kissed Vivian?  

DALE: Yeah it was like a kiss on the cheek, nothing big. But a hell of a lot friendlier than she was with 

me.  

JAKE: That definitely sounds friendly.  

DALE: No trust me, I know Vivian. They’re just friends.  

JAKE: If you say so.  

DALE: Do you want to talk about tomorrow?  

JAKE: Yeah let’s get it over with.  

Dale and Jake discus the coming events and make decisions about times. Vivian will be at the library at 3 

o’clock like she is every Monday and that’s when Jake will introduce himself to her. Dale will be in the 

library as well to make sure nothing goes wrong. The two are ready to begin their experiment.  

Scene VI 

Monday at 2:30, Dale and Jake are in their positions waiting for Vivian to show up. Dale is working 

peacefully on a paper while Jake is anxious across the room. He packs papers into his bag knowing he will 

have to intrude on his friend’s relationship in a matter of minutes. Jake second guesses himself and 

thinks about ending it. He gets up and starts walking. Dale feels a tap on the shoulder.  

VIVIAN: Dale we need to talk.  

DALE: Hey, what are you doing here?  



VIVIAN: Let’s go outside, I’ll help you pack your stuff.  

DALE: What’s going on? Are you okay?  

VIVIAN: You need to come with me.  

DALE: No, tell me what’s wrong. 

VIVIAN: I can’t be with you anymore.  

DALE: What are you talking about? What did I do?  

VIVIAN: I’m seeing someone else.  

DALE: Already?  

VIVIAN: I can’t do this anymore, I’m leaving and you can’t talk to me anymore, okay?  

DALE: But why? 

VIVIAN: Dale, I’m fucking Cassie.  

Vivian walks away leaving Dale alone. People nearby stare and eventually go back to their work. Dale 

packs his bag and leaves the library.  
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Dale’s eating lunch when Vivian comes up to him to tell him about Cassie. Jake is at the library waiting 

for Vivian.  

 

 

They’re talking for a long time and its going nicely and then dale comes out and sees cassie kiss vivan on 

the cheek.  

The next day he’s talking to jake about it and is like “I never realized how close they were I saw cassie 

kiss her on the cheek maybe I should pay more attention to her, we can’t do this experiment anymore” 

jake – “you’ve put so much work into this you can’t just stop now” dale – “nah man it has to stop.” Jake 

– “alright man I can’t stop you”  

Monday – Vivian is hella gay  

CASSIE:  

VIVIAN:  
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Also random guests, open with that that’ll be good.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

JAKE: Can we start yet?  

DALE: no, after this weekend she’s staying her friends place and I don’t want to complicate her stay 

there  

JAKE: oh okay blah blah blah why do you want to do this  

DALE: Roxanne has a vicious story behind her  

JAKE: oh man that sucks I completely want to help you wit hthis noe I will respect all of your boundaries 

DALE: good im still paying you  

JAKE: yay cool my guy 

 

VIVIAN ON MONDAY: I’m gay for Cassie 

DALE: oh fuck my friend was going to hit on you  

VIVIAN: oh no well that cant happen if im gay 

DALE: you’re right this was a bad idea  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dale: 

Action – Wants to prove Vivian won’t lie about cheating on him 

Motivation – was cheated on by his ex 

Conflict – Vivian is lying about cheating 

Stakes – revenge,  

Jake: 

Action – Wants to date Vivian for real.  

Motivation – He falls in love with her on accident.  

Conflict – Dale is already dating Vivian. 

Stakes – Might lose friend, might gain girlfriend.  

Vivian:  

Action – wants to date best friend 

Motivation – discovers that she’s gay 

Conflict – Is already dating Dale 

Stakes – Will gain girlfriend 

 

Plot Ideas to Remember: 

A scene where Jake and Dale are talking about Roxanne.  

 “I asked her some question that pissed her off. She was cold to me ever since.” 



 “What did you ask her?” 

 “I don’t remember.”  

Vivian and Jake talk as just friends.  

Jake tells Dale they’re getting serious because he is misinterpreting Vivian’s gestures.  

Dale believes Vivian is cheating on him with Jake and confronts her.  

Vivian confesses to cheating on Dale, but with her best friend, Cassie.  

“I can’t wait to see you” – implied that she’s talking on the phone to Jake but she’s really talking to 

Cassie. Surprise the reader that she’s gay. Make sure she’s definitely talking to Jake on the phone every 

time. Maybe have two scenes of her on the phone with implied Dale and implied Jake.  

At some point Dale needs to say “If you can’t remember then it must have been too important to say 

out loud.” TO VIVIAN JUST SPRINKLE THAT SHIT IN THERE SOMEWHERE ON A DATE.  


